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Expert consensus papers recommend differentiating enuresis using questionnaires and
voiding diaries into non- (NMNE) and monosymptomatic enuresis (MNE) is crucial at
intake to decide the most appropriate workout and treatment. This national, Belgian,
prospective study investigates the correlation, consistency, and added value of the
two methods, the new against the old International Children’s Continence Society
(ICCS) definitions, and documents the prevalence of the two enuresis subtypes
in our population. Ninety treatment-naïve enuretic children were evaluated with the
questionnaire, and the voiding diary and the two clinical management tools were
compared. Almost 30% of the children had a different diagnosis with each method,
and we observed inconsistencies between them in registering Lower Tract Symptoms
(κ = –0.057–0.432 depending on the symptom). Both methods had a high correlation
in identifying MNE (rs = 0.612, p = 0.001) but not for NMNE (rs = 0.127, p = 0.248).
According to the latest ICCS definitions, the incidence of MNE was significantly lower (7
vs. 48%) with the old standardization.

Conclusion: The voiding diary and the questionnaire, as recommended by the ICCS
at the screening of treatment-naïve enuretic patients, are considerably inconsistent and
have significantly different sensitivities in identifying LUTS and thus differentiating MNE
from NMNE. However, the high incidence of LUTS and very low prevalence of MNE
suggest that differentiating MNE from NMNE to the maximum might not always correlate
with different therapy responses.
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INTRODUCTION

Where pathogenesis of nocturnal enuresis (NE = bedwetting) was
until the last decades considered as a benign retarded maturation
defect of bladder control, at present, the majority of authors agree
that bedwetting coincides with a mismatch between nocturnal
diuresis volume and functional bladder volume overnight, paired
with an inability to arouse from sleep (1–3) and a genetic
predisposition. Since the 80s, first-line treatments included
cognitive training with or without enuresis alarm (4, 5), which
was considered a conditioning method. The introduction of
desmopressin, a synthetic vasopressin analog with an antidiuretic
action, had promising results with a 60% success rate (6), but
later studies in unselected populations documented less than one-
third success rates. Moreover, desmopressin was mainly effective
in enuretics with frequent nocturnal polyuria (7). Children
responded better to the alarm and to desmopressin if they did
not have daytime incontinence (8), and up to 30% did not
become completely dry with these methods (9, 10). The beneficial
effect of bladder-directed anticholinergic drugs on daytime
symptoms in children (11) added evidence for the heterogeneity
in pathogenesis. Norgaard et al. (6) concluded that there is a need
for a new diagnostic and therapeutic strategy in enuresis patients
to identify the majority of patients without daytime symptoms
(monosymptomatic enuresis, MNE) who would likely respond
to desmopressin and/or alarm and would easily be treated in
primary care, avoiding unnecessary burden and examinations.
In contrast, in patients with daytime incontinence (non-
monosymptomatic enuresis, NMNE), evidence of successful
therapy regimens was low, and expert treatment in the secondary
line was defendable (12). Daytime incontinence in clinical history
was initially the only symptom differentiating NMNE from
MNE, but other Lower Urinary Track symptoms (LUTS), namely
urgency, voiding difficulties, and abnormal daytime voiding
frequency, documented in clinical history and/or diary, were
included progressively in the more recent ICCS standardization
papers (2, 3, 13, 14). However, the correlation of LUTS other than
daytime incontinence with the severity of therapy resistance to
the first-line therapy remains unclear.

ICCS recommends differentiating MNE from NMNE at the
screening by taking a thorough history, performing a clinical
examination, and using voiding diaries (a 2-day daytime diary
of fluid intake, voiding volumes, and possible incontinence
incidents, as well as a 1-week nighttime diary of the nocturnal
urine production) (1, 15). The criteria do not include functional
bladder volume and diary registration during normalized
fluid intake. Various questionnaires have been developed to
help with the medical history procedure. Vande Walle et al.
published a practical consensus paper as a supplement to
ICCS recommendations (15), with guidelines for screening

Abbreviations: AVV, Average voided volume; CMT, Clinical management
tool; EBC, Expected bladder capacity = (age + 1)∗30 (ml) with a maximum
of 360 ml; ICCS, International Children’s Continence Society; DI, Daytime
incontinence; LUTS, Lower urinary tract symptoms; MNE, Monosymptomatic
enuresis; MVV, Maximum voided volume (ml); NE, Nocturnal enuresis; NMNE,
Non-monosymptomatic enuresis; TVV, Total voided volume (ml/day), enuresis
urine volume not included.

treatment-naïve enuresis patients. This paper included the use
of the Clinical Management Tool (CMT), a checklist with
all information needed to be obtained, as mentioned in the
standardization documents of the ICCS.

The voiding diary and the CMT can lead to a more objective
characterization of enuresis by identifying LUTS. Moreover,
the voiding diaries provide valuable information regarding the
voiding volumes and help detect nocturnal polyuria. However,
the two modalities do not always agree on the diagnosis.
There is no consensus if MNE should be excluded if LUTS
is present in both questionnaire and diary or only one of
the two. This paper aims to study their consistency and
added value in identifying LUTS and subtyping enuresis,
something that has not been investigated thoroughly, and not
their contribution regarding the choice of the treatment based
on voided volumes and nocturnal diuresis. Furthermore, we
wanted to explore the prevalence of MNE in our population
and its characteristics based on the old definition of NMNE
(presence of daytime incontinence) and the new one (presence
of LUTS with or without daytime incontinence), as older
studies, especially in primary care, are often not aligned
with the latter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We performed a national, multicenter, prospective, observational
study in children aged 5–16 years, who were primarily consulting
for enuresis and treatment naïve: they had never consulted a
clinician, nor had ever received any treatment for enuresis. They
were seen in the outpatient clinic of seven Belgian Hospitals
(three University and four non-University enuresis expertise
centers) by a pediatrician, a pediatric nephrologist, or a pediatric
urologist. Power calculation showed that we needed 100 naïve
enuresis children for our study. Informed consent of both parents
or their legal representatives was obtained before inclusion and
assent from children older than 12 years old. Ethics Committees
of all seven participating hospitals approved the study (Belgian
registry number B403201630372).

During the first study visit, a thorough medical history
was taken and basic assessments were performed, including
physical examination, blood pressure measurement, and a
urine dipstick. Children with abnormalities in a urine dipstick,
signs of spinal dysraphism, palpable fecaloma, continuous
incontinence for urine and/or stool, or hypertension [blood
pressure > 90th percentile for age and height according to tables
from www.uptodate.com (16)] were excluded. Children with
milder forms of constipation, according to the Rome III criteria,
were able to enter the study. Furthermore, a questionnaire
(Table 1) based on the Clinical management Tool translated
into Dutch and French was obtained (15). At the end of the
visit, a voiding diary was explained and given to the parents.
All voiding and drinking volumes in 2 days were registered.
The voiding diary was assessed at the second study visit; if the
micturition frequency was ≥ 8 or ≤ 3 per day and/or LUTS as
defined by the ICCS (2) was present, a patient was diagnosed with
NMNE. We also correlated this post-hoc classification with the
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TABLE 1 | Questionnaire based on CMT (15).

Nocturnal enuresis Yes No

Does the child wet the bed?

Age ≥ 5 years old?

Alarm signs and symptoms

Bladder symptoms Yes No

Leakages of urine during the day (drops of urine in the
underpants, leaks in underpants, very wet underpants)?

History of daytime incontinence after the age of 5 years old?

Voiding frequency > 8 x/day?

Voiding frequency < 3 x/day?

Sudden and urgent need to urinate?

Push to urinate?

Several voids, one after another?

History of uropathy?

Infections Yes No

History of urinary tract infections?

Stool Yes No

Constipation?

Traces of feces in the underpants?

Drinking behavior Yes No

Drinks a lot in the evening?

Psychology Yes No

Known behavioral or psychological problems (e.g., ADHD)?

clinical diagnosis mentioned in the patient file. In addition, we
used the old and new definitions of enuresis and incontinence
[before and after the first standardization document of ICCS,
respectively (17)] to divide our study population according to
the diagnosis at visits 1 (based on the CMT) and 2 (based
on the voiding diary): (a) MNE/MNE, (b) NMNE/NMNE, (c)
MNE/NMNE. Subsequently, we compared the groups for all
variables registered in CMT and the voiding diary. We also
registered the demographic data of our population (age and sex).

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS v.26 (IBM
Corp., Released 2019. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version
26.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, United States); we used the
Shapiro–Wilk test to check the normality of the variables
and (non)parametric tests (Mann–Whitney U, Kruskal–Wallis,
Wilcoxon rank/McNemar, and Spearman/Pearson correlation
rank tests) as applicable.

RESULTS

A total of 109 patients were included in the study. Nineteen
patients were drop-outs. The data of 90 children were successfully
processed. The mean age of the children was 7.7 years (±2.0);
62 were boys (69%), and 27 were girls. Out of 90 children, 26
(29%) were older than 9 years; 22 children (24%) were included
at a University Hospital, and 68 (76%) were included at a non-
University center. Nine children (10%) completed only 1 day of
the diary, and 10 children (11%) completed the diaries without
all volume measurements but nevertheless were enough to be
included in the data process.

We analyzed the incidence of MNE and NMNE diagnosis
based on the CMT and/or voiding diary, subtyping according
to the old and new ICCS definitions, and the diagnosis noted
in the patient file. According to the new definition, NMNE
is characterized by the presence of any LUTS, whereas the
old one, only by urine loss (incontinence). Subtyping into
MNE and NMNE revealed a difference depending on the ICCS
standardization reference used and the diagnosis concluded by
the clinician (Table 2). The physician’s diagnosis in the patient file
generally agreed with the new ICCS definition. The diary at visit
2 revealed different prevalence percentages of NMNE and MNE.

We divided the population into groups based on the
documentation of LUTS symptoms at visits 1 and/or 2: MNE at
both visits (MNE/MNE), NMNE at both visits (NMNE/NMNE),
and different diagnoses at visits 1 and 2 (MNE/NMNE). As
presented in Table 3, if the new ICCS definition is used for
subtyping, the prevalence of MNE vs. NMNE is significantly
lower (7 vs. 48%, respectively).

Figure 1 demonstrates the presence of the different LUTS,
including maximum voided volume (MVV) and average voided
volume (AVV) when smaller than the expected bladder
capacity (EBC) for age {as defined by Hjälmås formula
[EBC = (age + 1) × 30 ml]}. The presence of MVV and AVV
smaller than 65% of the EBC [bladder capacity < 65% of EBC
is considered small by the ICCS (2)] did not differ between
MNE and NMNE regardless of the definition used. In addition,
urgency rather than daytime incontinence (DI) was prevalent in
the NMNE population when the new definition was used. Not
only DI (CMT and diary) but also a history of DI after the age
of 5 years old was statistically significantly different (p < 0.001)
between the old and new ICCS definitions.

We observed considerable inconsistencies between the CMT
and the diary for urgency (κ = 0.219), daytime incontinence
(κ = 0.432), and especially for abnormal voiding frequency (≤3
or ≥8 voiding’s per day) between what the parents answered on
the CMT and what they registered in the diary (κ = –0.057).
We noted a strong correlation for the diagnosis made by the
CMT and the diary for MNE (Spearman’s rank-order correlation

TABLE 2 | Enuresis subtyping based on the old and new ICCS definition and the
patient note files.

Old definition New definition Physician (patient file)

MNE NMNE MNE NMNE MNE NMNE

CMT 45 (50%) 45 (50%) 15 (17%) 75 (83%) 18 (20%) 72 (80%)

Diary 66 (73%) 24 (27%) 16 (18%) 74 (82%) 31 (34%) 59 (65%)

The prevalence of MNE is lower if the new definition is used.

TABLE 3 | Diagnosis groups based on the old and new ICCS definitions for
NMNE. The prevalence of MNE is significantly lower when the new definition is
applied.

MNE/MNE NMNE/NMNE MNE/NMNE

Old definition ICCS 43 (48%) 22 (24%) 25 (28%)

New definition ICCS 6 (7%) 65 (72%) 19 (21%)
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FIGURE 1 | Prevalence of LUTS and small voided volumes when subtyping enuresis with regards to the old (A) and new (B) ICCS definition for NMNE, in the three
studied clinical groups (MNE/MNE, NMNE/NMNE, and MNE/NMNE). Considering the new ICCS definition, it is urgency rather than actual daytime urine loss that
leads to an NMNE diagnosis. Moreover, small voided volumes (MVV < 65% of EBC and AVV < 65% EBC) are equally present in MNE and NMNE patients,
regardless of the ICCS definition used.

[(rs = 0.612, p = 0.001) but not for NMNE (Spearman’s rank-order
correlation not statistically significant (rs = 0.127, p = 0.248)].

Subsequently, we divided the children into groups based on
the CMT and voiding diary diagnosis to perform further analyses:
(a) MNE/MNE, (b) NMNE/NMNE, and (c) MNE/NMNE
diagnosis group (the MNE/NMNE and NMNE/MNE groups are
largely overlapping on characteristics except for the parameter
urgency that is significantly higher in the CMT tool but is hardly
ever registered in the diary (although requested). Since this is
the only difference, the two groups were merged for further
analysis). Daytime incontinence (at present and after 5 years of
age) and urgency differed between the three groups as recorded
in the CMT and in the diary (p < 0.001); abnormal voiding
frequency was significantly different only as captured in the
CMT (p = 0.003). When we investigated the groups individually,
the registration of daytime incontinence differed significantly
between the CMT and the voiding diary in the NMNE/NMNE
group (n = 41 vs. n = 59, respectively, p < 0.001). The rest
of the variables did not differ significantly between the three
groups or separately.

Furthermore, we investigated the voiding volumes as recorded
in the diary. MVV was smaller than EBC in all groups
(MNE/MNE p = 0.115; NMNE/NMNE p < 0.001, MNE/NMNE
group p = 0.001). We observed a medium to a high positive
correlation between the AVV, MVV, and Total Drinking Volume
with Total Voided Volume (TVV) (Figures 2A–C). Specifically,
we noted a moderate degree of correlation between the
Total Drinking and the TVV [Pearson’s rank-order correlation
statistically significant (R = 0.485, p < 0.001)] and a high degree
of correlation between the MVV and TVV (Pearson’s rank-order
correlation statistically significant [R = 0.656, p < 0.001)] and
the AVV and TVV [Pearson’s rank-order correlation statistically
significant (R = 0.656, p < 0.001)].Children who drank more
than 1,000 ml per day presented more frequently with daytime
incontinence (p = 0.007) and had a higher TVV (p< 0.001). MVV
and AVV were also higher but not statistically significant when

corrected for age. Moreover, children with an abnormally low
frequency (≤3 times per day) drank significantly less (p < 0.001)
than the rest. Nine of ninety children had a voiding frequency
of three voids/day at Visit 1 (of whom four had a fluid intake
of < 600 ml) and 15/90 at Visit 2 (of whom five had a
fluid intake of < 600 ml). Most of these children (7/9 and
13/15 for Visits 1 and 2, respectively) presented with daytime
incontinence and/or urge, although incomplete registration in
the diary cannot be excluded.

DISCUSSION

Recent ICCS guidelines state that subtyping enuresis in MNE and
NMNE should not only be based on the presence or absence
of daytime incontinence but also of the other LUTS, using
both clinical history checklist (CMT) and registration in voiding
diaries (1, 2). Our data show that most treatment-naïve patients
have the NMNE subtype. The physician classifies only 20% of
the patients primarily consulting for enuresis as MNE (1–3).
However, rigorous analysis of the prospective registered LUTS
symptoms (CMT + diary) shows that only 7% of the patients
have any LUTS and do fulfill the strict criteria of MNE (Table 3).
Clinicians give apparently subjective, expert opinion weight to
the registered LUTS, in differentiating MNE from NMNE, not in
line with the guidelines. It certainly reflects expert opinion that
mild LUTS symptoms, other than daytime incontinence, does
matter for the initial therapeutic approach.

Only a few studies have prospectively studied LUTS
characteristics according to the different ICCS standardization
papers. Subtyping is clinically vastly different in our population
(Figure 1) with the presence of urgency rather than daytime urine
loss (as registered in the CMT and diary) being predominant in
NMNE as defined currently (1). Daytime incontinence and the
history after the age of 5 years old were statistically significant for
the two definitions and are very predictive for NMNE diagnosis
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Total drinking volume has a positive moderate correlation to the total voided volume (TVV); (R = 0.485, p < 0.001). (B) AVV (average voided volume)
has a positive high correlation to the total voided volume (TVV); (R = 0.656, p < 0.001). (C) MVV has a positive high correlation to the total voided volume (TVV);
(R = 0.656, p < 0.001). Total drinking volume is correlated with total voided volume (TVV), with the latter further correlating with the average voided volume (AVV) and
maximum voided volume (MVV). Thus, we suggest that the registrations in the diary would be more reliable if the fluid intake was optimized before completing the
voiding charts.

at screening. The latter variable is a bad prognostic factor (18);
thus, it should be registered at history taking and the CMT.

Our results showed a correlation between the diagnosis based
on the diary and the one based on the CMT, but the two methods
are not consistent for the type of enuresis (MNE or NMNE).
CMT and the voiding diary do not have the same sensitivity nor
specificity in identifying LUTS, therefore diagnosing NMNE. If
we want to exclude any LUTS, then the two tools complement
(19, 20).

In order to explain the inconsistencies between the
two methods, we investigated the characteristics of our
study population after dividing them into diagnosis groups
(MNE/MNE, NMNE/NMNE, and NMNE/MNE-MNE/NMNE
group). LUTS identification was inconsistent, leading to almost
30% of the children having a different diagnosis with the
voiding diary compared to the CMT (Table 3). The significant
higher incidence of daytime incontinence in the diary in the
NMNE/NMNE group suggests that parents underestimate this
symptom (21, 22).

This first Belgian national study describes the characteristics
and incidence of MNE and MNE in naïve enuresis patients
from expert as well as non-University centers. The use of
CMT and voiding diaries, as recommended by the recent ICCS

standardization paper, results in <10% of patients fulfilling the
criteria of MNE, and even then, MVV and AVV are low for age.
Norgaard et al. (23) used only diurnal incontinence for subtyping
NMNE vs. MNE since this was associated with therapy resistance
to the conventional monotherapy for MNE (desmopressin or
alarm) (1, 2) in contrast with children with NMNE who might
be referred to an expertise center. Documentation of LUTS
other than daytime incontinence has decreased MNE incidence,
although the evidence is lacking that this group could also not
benefit from conventional therapy.

ICCS guidelines state that children with MNE can be managed
with desmopressin and/or the enuresis alarm in a primary setting.
This is largely based on studies prior to or following the first
ICCS standardization paper (6). Evolving ICCS standardization
papers have increased the sensitivity of identifying LUTS and
therefore increased the diagnosis NMNE, but without evidence
that this new NMNE-population would benefit more from a
different first-line approach than the MNE.

Whether MVV and AVV are of significant importance in
differentiating NMNE from MNE is questionable. MVV and
AVV in all study groups were smaller than the bladder capacity
expected for age, suggesting that estimation of voided volume
in a diary may underestimate functional bladder volume (24).
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Notably, MVV and AVV correlate strongly with the total voided
volume, and as such, with 24 h fluid intake (minus perspiration).
This can be interpreted in two ways: children with small for age
bladder volume will reduce fluid intake as natural prevention of
frequency and urgency but, by that, undermining the sensitivity
of the screening tool for LUTS. The other theory could indicate
that most enuresis children have very low fluid intake during the
daytime and should be enforced to increase fluid intake, which
is conventionally advocated in most urotherapy guidelines. Our
study does not allow any conclusion. Still, it suggests that a diary
with or without a standardized/increased fluid intake will result
in different CMT/diary data. Hence, probably the combination
of both fluid intake methods is mandatory to get a complete
interpretation for prospective studies on correlation with therapy
response. It certainly would allow better stratification and
identification of which children would benefit from a referral to
an expertise center and a scientific point of view for a prospective
study design. However, the increased complexity would make it
less realistic and feasible in a primary care setting.

Our study has some limitations. Major criticism might be
the relatively small cohort, but the findings are so conclusive
that a larger cohort would not change the clinical significance.
The added value of this study is that it is a multicenter one
of treatment-naïve enuresis patients, primarily consulting for
nighttime wetting in seven expert outpatient enuresis centers,
all following common national standards for more than two
decades and thereby warranting the quality of the data capturing,
which would be difficult in a primary care setting. Moreover,
the registration tool was explained and evaluated in person, not
online. The majority of patients were recruited in non-university
centers. A selection bias for refractory patients in the tertiary care
center was eliminated since only treatment-naïve patients were
included. There is some bias for the NMNE since we included
only patients primarily consulting for nighttime symptoms and
not for daytime symptoms (with enuresis). The higher incidence
of bedwetting in boys than girls is in line with what is described
in the literature. Still, the age distribution of these patients is
somewhat higher than expected, now that information on the
disease is so widely available online.

The studied CMT tool is limited in questions, therefore
delivering minimal information on relevant comorbidities,
known to coincide with therapy resistance: several more
exhaustive questionnaires are available for evaluation of
children’s incontinence (25–28), but to our defense, an all-
inclusive questionnaire would be too long to serve as a screening
tool. The registration of total voided volume did not include
the nighttime output, as there is no country consensus policy
regarding the registration of nocturnal diuresis (i.e., weighing the
diapers in the morning) at the screening. Nevertheless, nocturnal
diuresis volume is not crucial in differentiating MNE from
NMNE, but only in identifying nocturnal polyuria and favoring
desmopressin as first-line therapy. Lastly, MVV was considered
the highest daytime volume. Previous studies have shown that
MVV without the first morning voided volume correlates with
age (29, 30) and more strongly with the EBC as defined by the
Hjälmås formula (29), even though MVV with the first voiding
volume included is higher than daytime MVV on the dry nights

(31). MVV, as registered in voiding diaries, may be reliable in
MNE (32) and children with LUTS (33) compared to volumes
measured with other methods (uroflowmetry and cystoscopy).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that most patients with
enuresis have some LUTS symptoms and should therefore be
classified as NMNE. It confirms the inconsistencies between
the CMT and the voiding diary in differentiating MNE from
NMNE, where the data are complementary. Moreover, it gives
further evidence that NMNE with all LUTS present and MNE
without any LUTS are two archetypes on both ends of the
spectrum and that many patients have only some of the
symptoms, which, depending on fluid intake, can be masked or
be apparent. Therefore we might conclude that any LUTS can
only be excluded when diary registration and clinical history
are performed during standardized fluid intake. On the other
hand, it certainly questions whether LUTS other than daytime
incontinence really matters in the first-line therapy. It seems too
early to put the CMT tool in doubt (34). There is an urgent
need to document if the patients with NMNE, formerly falling
within the MNE group, are actually more refractory to first-line
therapies (alarm/desmopressin).
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